Introduction

Digital1 Duck 2
Hanging above a large bath in the back of an auto
repair shop oﬀ U.S. Route 443 are a series of gun
accessories and car parts tattooed with
multicolored camo, wooden textures, Playboy
Bunnies, and perhaps the possibilities and
potentials surrounding the architectural surface.3
On the table below, a mechanic begins to trim a
section of hydrographic transfer film modeled after
his green and white sandwich paper.4 Although
both the dipper and his sandwich may be initially
dismissed by the discipline, these characters
confront the gap between the computationally
described object and the digitally constructed
surface, through its literalized texture map.5
Flatness and surface may be seen as equivalent
terms within the architectural and automotive
context, but consider them within the broader
cultural terms of literalism and realism. Literalism is
a term or the reading of something fighting against
interpretation rather than an experienced condition.
Whereas, realism reveals the mechanism present in
the construction of something. For example,
consider the photogrammetric texture map and
point-cloud of my family’s multigenerational
house’s 16 available Google Maps images.6 It may
be surprise that I would consider these blobs to be
examples of realism, as the digital texture map
could not be further away from the real, or the
experienced reality of living in this house.7
However, this digitally rendered mass exemplifies
the lies present when contemporary architecture
pushes architecture to become more picturesque.
These models are real not because they are visually
real, but because the data points are real. Currently
the transaction between the digital model and
applied graphic are left unchallenged by the
discipline due to the value they add to the rendered
image — perpetuating the lie that photo-realism is
real. Similarly, by sampling the same 16 available
images and following David Hockney’s method of
photo joining, we can achieve literalism by
collapsing these images into a 2 dimensional
plane.8 For me literalism is a crucial term for
understanding the relationship between
architecture and material composition.9
That being said, literalism is here to stop
realism from lying so much.
Stuck between literalism and realism
is the surface. When soliciting the
help from photogrammetry it is
productive to consider the ability to
recognize and calibrate surfaces. For example,
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1. To paraphrase Mario Carpo, those interested in post-digital

architecture favor representational tools and techniques and
are (at times) aloof toward content and “don’t care about
technology.” Whereas, this thesis seeks to further define
“digital” for architecture in the 2020’s, by looking outside the
discipline to expand upon the post-digital conversation.
2. The “Duck” in Digital Duck is (obviously) in reference to
Denise Scott Brown, Robert Venturi, and Steven Izenour’s
seminal book Learning from Las Vegas. Although this thesis
focuses beyond the interests of the book, it is important to
understand my investment in the the duck. In the
book they define a duck as “[a building] where the
architectural systems of space, structure, and
program are submerged and distorted by an overall
symbolic form.” Although this thesis samples my
family’s multigenerational house for content
(specifically from Google Maps), I am architecturally
indiﬀerent to typology and interiority.
3. Ryan Seyboth, 508 Hydrographics Inc., has been
instrumental in both the hydrographic and airbrush
finishing present in this work. It’s as if we have joint
custody over the objects created during this research.
4. The (12in square) green and white checkered sandwich
paper used throughout this project is from
Watermark Cafe, located above the RISD store.
5. In Andrew Atwood’s 2015 essay, Rendering
Environment, he addresses “the current
status of computation and all things digital in
architecture” specifically regarding the
image. He, like John May, Signal. Image.
Architecture., 2019, can speak circles around me
regarding the current status of slippery images and
drawings within the architectural discourse. Although I
subscribe to both of these essays, this work is a tangent to that
the conversation, focusing more intently toward the values
associated with extradisciplinarity and the architectural surface.
6. Below, are the 16 available Google Maps images available of
my family’s (1850’s) multigenerational house in Ohio.
7. To the left is are several photogrammetric point
clouds of that house’s 16 available Google Maps
images. Given the homes remote location, the
results are endless and varied.

8. In the early 1980’s, English painter David Hockney began

creating intricate photo collages that he called “joiners” The
Desk, July 1st 1984, my personal favorite. The images below
are photo joiners of the same 16 Google Maps images.
9. Mark Linder argues in his book Nothing Less Than Literal:
Architecture after Minimalism, the
quote from Michael Cimino’s film, The
Deer Hunter, is the most literal
statement one can make: “See this
Stanley? This is this. This aint
somthin’ else. This is this.”
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consider the resolution targets used in the 1950’s
by the US Air Force to calibrate aerial photographs
and videos.10 Likewise another example present in
this work is the green and white sandwich wrapper.
Which surrenders its ruled surface providing a
continuous array of registration marks for me to
scan.11 In addition to registration, form also
plays an equally valuable role in defining
the surface within this process. Made
visible in D'arcy Wentworth Thompson’s
transformations, we can begin to diagram
the forces acting upon the inflated and
deflated houses.12 Exaggerating the form allows
for the careful registration of the interaction
between the form and applied graphic. In some
ways texture mapping allows for the most fallacy in
architecture in terms of realism but in others, it
productively sutures the two — it both enhances
and threatens the seemingly stable values which
define architecture.
Perhaps the earliest example of faux
realism helping diﬀerentiate surface
performance and the texture map is the
statue of Augustus Primaporta from 20
BCE. In 2004, with the help of UV
scanning, a polychrome recreation of the
statue was created confirming its original
painted colors.13 Of course, faux realism or
texture mapping is not just a lie we subscribe to but
one that other disciplines do as well. Take one of
the graphic surface's closest allies, the woodie
station wagon for example, a stylized imitation of
wood made possible by hydrodipping, literalizing
the wooden texture.14 There are various ways in
which we are keyed into faux realism, either
intentionally or unintentionally. In The Truman Show
it is the moment when Jim Carrey’s character,
Truman Burbank, sails beyond the limits of his
seaside town Seahaven Island, directly into the wall
of the scenographic dome aka the world’s end.15 In
automotive design it is identifying jitters within the
surface continuity map, and in architectural
modeling it may be seeing the seam or match line
of a repeated texture map.16 These critical
moments of interface are critical in understanding
and evaluating the digital’s capacity to engage with
material composition. That being said, both
literalism and realism are equally invested in
material representation, helping steer the discourse
toward the tools and fabrication methods we use
and external disciplines with which we engage.
When speaking about the latent possibilities of
architecture, we must discuss the tools,
specifically the digital tools. Digital tools architects
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10. This is a resolution target used to calibrate

aerial photographs and videos installed in the
1950’s by the US Air Force in the California desert.
Some of these registration targets still exist but are
in disrepair. One artist interested in the politics of
visibility and how to camouflage oneself is Hito
Steyerl specifically in her piece titled: How Not
to Be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational .MOV File.
11. Photogrammetric scanning by projection
prefers grey or multicolored matte surfaces.
Due to overexposure white models are
virtually unscannable. Therefore, this model
has been wrapped in sandwich paper to provide
a ruled surface, allowing the object to be scanned.
12. D’arcy Wentworth Thompson’s work to further
define the theory of biological
transformation, can be seen found
within his book On Growth and Form,
1917. For this research we are interested in
how his theory relates to the forces applied
to the inflated and deflated houses.
13. These are two statues of Augustus
Primaporta from 20 B.C., a painted plaster
recreation on the right, and the original
marble statue on the left. It
wasn’t until a recent UV
scan of the statue that
scientists were able to
confirm the original
polychrome colors.
Historically realism has
been considered the enemy
of art, with the exception of
Degas Little Dancer Aged
Fourteen, few other
sculptors engaged with material realism.
Likewise, Duchamp’s Readymades engagement with literalism.
14. Beyond the woodie station wagon, the automotive industry
is still engages with texture mapping. The most current use of
texture mapping applied to the surface of the car is camouflage.
Similar to dazzle camouflage, car camouflage is applied to new
cars road testing in public to prevent people from seeing or spy
cameras stealing the design before
its oﬃcial release. This pattern
“brick” was created by Ford in 2016
not only to disguise the car’s body
parts but also to maximize image
file size, apparently.
15. Peter Weir directed this 1998
science fiction comedy-drama, The
Truman Show, staring Jim Carrey as Truman Burbank. Plot
abstract from Wikipedia: “Truman Burbank is the unsuspecting
star of The Truman Show, a reality television program broadcast
live around the clock worldwide. Which seeks to capture
Truman's real emotion and human behavior and give audiences
a relatable everyman."
16. A surface continuity map is a pattern used in 3d modeling
software to evaluate smoothness of a mesh surface flowing
from one into another. Most commonly used in sinuous forms
like cars. The example here shows a surface continuity map
applied to the inflated barn on which exists on the same site as
the multigenerational house.
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use to represent and realize projects are
inseparable from the way we think. Digital
representation is not merely a way of doing the
same old thing faster, but an enormous shift in how
architecture is conceived, represented, and
understood. To complicate this further, these tools
are almost always non-native imports brought into
the discipline. Meaning these tools which shape our
buildings come with their own baggage or residual
values. For example, we are now in a time where
architects are using video game engines and
physics simulations as generative tools.17 This
increased level of computational literacy, among
other things, has led us into new extradisciplinary
roles. Although this can be disorienting, it is also
extremely exciting for the practice, we are
becoming increasingly able to participate in a
constant exchange with other disciplines, like the
aftermarket automotive industry.
But the realm of aftermarket finishing has greater
implications on the architectural discipline beyond
just surface articulation. Especially within the
unexplored territory when suturing pop culture and
car culture onto architecture. Smuggled into this
exchange, perhaps unwittingly, are the values of the
hydro dipper and the realization that we both have
a shared interest in registering surface articulation.
One way to consider the surface texture is through
the normals map, which heightens this misreading
by generating a superficial relief or embossing of
the surface to convince us of its material
imposterness made possible here by airbrushing
the multidirectional pattern.18
Another way to consider a texture map is similar to
that of a flayed skin, an indefatigable surface
stretched upon a wireframe.19 Then once peeled
back or unrolled we can reveal the capacity of the
form and applied surface. Consider the
process of hydrodipping when soliciting help
from the aftermarket automotive industry.
Emerging from the surface of the water along
with the green checkered house are the hands
which are also tattooed with the same green
check, which clings to everything it comes in
contact with. The hydrodippers hands
intersect the moment between: material
composition, application, and fabrication method.
The tattooed graphic on the hydrodipper’s hand is
literalism. Perhaps, the automotive graphic can
provide the opportunity to update facade games
swerving us from talking about facade to talking
about surface and perception. Moving us into a
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17. Zeina Koreitem expertly discusses the entangled history of

architecture’s relationship with digital tools in her essay, Some
Notes on Making Images with Computers, a must read. As an
example above, the digital tool used to deflate and inflate the
house is Maya, a 3D computer animation software used to
animate video games and films. Such as, Finding Nemo,
Frozen, and Avatar. My interest in the software is mostly limited
to the physics simulations and diagraming forces. In addition to
the house, I have also experimented with a couple of 3D
softwares most primitive subjects, the Stanford Bunny and the
Utah teapot. The Stanford Bunny is a 3D test model created by
Greg Turk and Marc Levoy in 1994 at Stanford University. The
69,451 triangles that make up the Bunny was created by a
technique they call Zippering Polygons from Range Images
from an existing 7.5 inch tall clay bunny. Long before the
Stanford Bunny was the 3D test model, Utah teapot, created in
1975 by Martin Newell. Much like the sandwich paper which
happened to be present while I was photo scanning the bunny
and teapot were also table top object which just so happened
to be present during the conversation.
18. There are several computational layers
engaged when applying a texture map. In
addition to the texture map, there is also a
bump map or normals map (right). Originally
described in 1978, James Blinn sought to
describe the normals of a surface to be
perturbed making a geometrically flat face
have a detailed appearance. A technique still
used to fake the lighting, dents, or bumps defused across the
surface without adding any additional
polygons to the mesh. The normals
map is a RGB image which
corresponds to the texture used to
oﬀset the surface in the XYZ
coordinates respectively of the
surface normal. In this example, I
again recruited help from Ryan to
literalize the normals map by
airbrushing the engraved model.
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19. Écorché (or “flayed” in French) is a term

which refers the anatomical study of animal
forms without skin, exposing their muscles and
tissue, commonly used to refer to a painting or
drawing. The history of écorché dates back to
Michelangelo and the Renaissance period.
20. An ally to this drawing, the flayed skin oﬀers
an entry point into a recursive way to conceive
drawings. Which enlists the help of the
developed surface drawing to further
disambiguate: the surface from its form, the
texture map from its wire frame, or the flayed
skin from its muscles. Present within this
drawing are: the unrolled surface of the
deflated house, transformation arcs and
dimensions; the flayed hydrodipper’s hands
and yellow dots indicating the location of the
fingers on the model when dipped, and the
green checkered floaters present in the bath
after the house was dipped. This drawing also
keys into broader questions of the capacity of
the digital to be literalized, by capturing
moments of stretch, rip, and miss in the areas
with undercuts and folds.

broader range of representational techniques as a means to
formalize ideas into a physical environment satisfying the desire
for further complexity and performance.
The unrolled developed surface drawing of the deflated house
is accompanied by the hydrodipper’s hands and the loose
floaters within the bath.20 When separated the annotation layer
provides a wireframe and an unrolled surface (or texture map)
which is attempting to recover realism through a generative
process, moving us into a broader range of representational
techniques. Which is why the transaction between the green
sandwich paper, the hydro dipper, and the architectural
surface is so critical. They allow us to perhaps take a
documentary tool that has been historically used to perpetuate
fakery and make it generative. Course correcting from a
disciplinary acceptance of fakery, to a recovery of techniques
from other disciplines, and the ability to reference the values
that those tools possess.
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In summary, a recent increase in computation literacy and
extradisciplinarity has made us active participants in the flow of
representational techniques -- yet we continue to cheat
architectural content in fear of being too literal.
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